
FAWN AND PEACH BOTTOM TOWNSHIPS is the tenth volume in Dr. Hively's series on Original Colonial Land Records for York County, PA. It is a companion to Map #28 which graphically illustrates how all of these early land surveys fit together.

In this volume may be found:

+ Over 330 detailed descriptions of original land records, beginning with the Colonial Era.

+ 87 West Side Applications between 1766 and 1769.

+ Seven land warrants under authority of the Colony of Maryland, beginning in 1719.

+ For the first time anywhere: a complete listing of all 26 Maryland Warrants in York County, PA, course and distance descriptions and survey tract names for each warrant. A plotted survey is printed for each Maryland Warrant.

+ A indexed listing of 414 names for individuals who owned land in the Colonial Era, were involved with surveying early roads, or otherwise listed in other early documents.

+ A full index of some 188 survey "tract names" given to early properties.

Map #28: 36 by 48 inches four colors printed on bond paper, graphically illustrating how all of the surveys fit together.
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